Manipulation and transport of microscale objects in 3D with high spatiotemporal resolution require precise control over the applied forces. We report a strategy that uses specially engineered microbars having engagement points and multiple helical microcarriers that can apply reversible loads onto these holders.
Introduction
The controlled manipulation, transport and assembly of biological cells and microscale particles play an important role in many biological, engineering and colloidal science applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] Untethered, wirelessly controlled devices offer a less invasive alternative for micromanipulation and can enable new procedures never before possible. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Several technologies have been introduced to power these devices, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] with the vast majority utilizing magnetic elds. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] Using magnetic helical microstructures, rotating uniform magnetic elds can be transduced into forward motion. [28] [29] [30] This propulsion technique has proven to be more efficient than pulling directly with magnetic eld gradients, 29 and various different fabrication techniques have been introduced for generating swarms of helical microstructures. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Previous work has shown that helical microstructures can manipulate microscopic objects either directly by mechanical contact or indirectly by generating a localized uid ow. 33, 38 However, these prototypes cannot easily perform delicate manipulation and precise transport due to wobbling at low frequencies. 39 The motion stabilizes at high frequencies but precise control of transport becomes a challenge at high swimming speeds due to generated uid ow. Another important limitation is the uncontrolled motion of cargo during transport. Helical structures with a microholder can be fabricated to form a conned volume for the cargo. 33 This strategy proved to be an improvement, but only objects that are small enough to t into the holder can be stably transported. A more versatile and reliable manipulation strategy is required to transport arbitrarily shaped microobjects to the desired locations with predetermined alignment.
In this work, we introduce helical microcarriers that have ring-shaped structures on both ends of the helical body. The new design increases the uidic drag and improves the alignment of magnetization, which together result in smooth motion during swimming. We rst demonstrate different direct contact and non-contact manipulation strategies for the transport of microobjects with single microcarriers. Even though these manipulation strategies show promise, it is still difficult to precisely control both translation and rotation during cargo transport with a oating-point contact between the carrier and the microobject. Here, we employ an alternative strategy to address this problem. Microbars with small engagement points and swimmers that can stably load onto these appendages are fabricated. Through this coupling, we demonstrate the reversible loading of multiple microcarriers onto the same microbar. As a result of the stable engagement and cooperation, both the capacity and the precision of manipulation are improved. Microbars with sizes signicantly larger than the individual carriers are transported along user-dened trajectories and placed at target locations in desired congurations.
Results and discussion
The helical microcarriers were fabricated using 3D direct laser writing (DLW) in vertical arrays. Aer the development step, a thin layer of Ni and Ti was deposited on the surface of the structures by electron beam evaporation (for details see ESI †). The carriers were nally coated with PLL-g-PEG polymers to prevent adhesion to cargo during transport. We chose vertical writing, as the fabricated structures have more uniform shapes and smoother surfaces compared to horizontal arrays ( Fig. 1(a) -(c) and ESI Fig. S1 †) . These deformations and imperfections can result in wobbling in individual carrier motion and loss of synchrony in collective tasks (ESI Movie M1 †). Previously reported helical swimmers had a bare helical shape or consisted of a helical body with a microholder at one end. Due to the magnetization direction of the helical shape, the swimmers wobble about their helical axis during swimming at relatively low frequencies. In addition, the single contact point of helical shape is not strong enough to keep structures standing on the substrate during development (ESI Fig. S1 †) . Therefore, the structures occasionally fall on the surface and this phenomenon can cause a further shi in the easy axis of magnetization during physical vapor deposition of magnetic materials.
We addressed all these problems by introducing ring-shaped structures on both ends of the helical body. First, with the rings the misalignment angle approaches 90 degrees (see Fig. 1 (e)). The misalignment angle is dened as the angle between the external eld B and the helical axis. Secondly, the ring at the bottom acts as a support for rm attachment during development, and both rings serve to minimize wobbling by increasing the drag force. The increase in drag force slows the swimmer, but speed is not critical for precision manipulation tasks (see Fig. 1(f) ). Finally, as an improvement to the sharp tips of bare helical shape, the symmetrical rings on both ends act as connection hubs for stable engagement with target objects.
We studied the role of magnetic material thickness on misalignment angle and swimming performance. The solid circles in Fig. 1 (f) depict the step out frequencies (f step-out ) at different magnetic eld strengths for two different conditions. For the same sizes, microcarriers coated with 100 nm Ni layer have lower misalignment angles ( Fig. 1(e) ) and higher f step-out ( Fig. 1(f) ). In our experiments, we observed no difference in forward swimming speed with changing thickness. For the rest of the paper, we used microcarriers with 50 nm Ni coating. We fabricated microcarriers having a length about 3.7 times their width. This ratio was reported as optimal for swimming efficiency. 40 With the optimized design, the fabricated microcarriers can be precisely maneuvered even at very low speed, and the performance does not change from carrier to carrier which allows synchronized movement of swarms and collective transport.
Helical microcarriers can manipulate microobjects in two different ways: either by direct contact or through the generated uid motion. Previous work addressed the hydrodynamic analysis of rotating twisted ribbon shaped helical structures and nanowires for trapping single objects. 8 The level of pressure applied to the cargo can be estimated from the velocity gradients using Stoke's law (Vp ¼ hV 2 u + f) where the pressure, velocity vector eld, viscosity and body forces acting on the uid are denoted as p, u, h and f, respectively. For a single righthanded microcarrier moving parallel to the surface, the upperright corner of the helix is favorable for pushing due to the higher pressure levels, while in the lower-le area there exists a vacuum that applies a pulling force within a certain range (see ESI Fig. S2 †) .
Microbeads have been used as a standard target for manipulation, but they have a symmetrical shape. We fabricated microbars to study both translational and rotational motion of the cargo during transport and develop novel manipulation techniques. The microcarriers showed excellent swimming performance as expected with no detectable wobbling at low speed. In our experiments, we determined four different ways to manipulate and transport microbars ( Fig. 2 and ESI Movie M2 †). The motion of the microbar depends on the approach angle and 3D conrmation of the microcarrier, as expected. Even though these strategies resulted in some control over the position and alignment of the microbar, experiments with single carriers that are not rmly attached to the cargo demonstrated that precise manipulation is challenging and time-consuming. Furthermore, there is a limit on the size and weight of the microobjects that can be transported.
As an alternative approach, we explored the possibility of using multiple microcarriers for cooperative transport (see ESI Movie M2 †). Microcarriers with different f step-out were fabricated by changing the thickness of the Ni layer according to the characterization given in Fig. 1(f) . Selective addressing of individual microcarriers can be realized by changing the rotational frequency, and multiple carriers can be localized around the microbar. However, during manipulation, cooperative action was frequently interrupted by the disturbances caused by uncontrollable lateral dri. Therefore, a more reliable manipulation strategy is required for synchronizing the motion of several carriers. We fabricated microbars with supporting microstructures on both ends to be used as loading ports for carriers as shown in Fig. 3a . The design of the handles matches the ring-shaped heads of the microcarriers and allows for stable loading. Handles with half of the length and two thirds of the diameter of a carrier resulted in convenient and stable loading.
The cooperative manipulation strategy is schematically described in Fig. 3(b) . The rst step is to position the microcarriers at predetermined locations by using f step-out as a method to selectively deactivate carriers. To achieve this selective deactivation, we rst position the microcarrier with a lower f step-out and then increase the frequency to move the second carrier to its desired location while the rst carrier is in a stationary mode. In the second step, microcarriers are steered towards the microbar with a desired orientation to load them properly onto the microbar. The microbar is then transported to the target location. Finally, the carriers can be disengaged from the bar by reversing the rotational direction of the magnetic eld, and the carriers become free for the next manipulation task.
The experimental demonstration of the described strategy is given in Fig. 3(c) -(e). Compared to stable loading ( Fig. 3(e) ), microbars transported with unbound microcarriers (Fig. 3(d) ) show deviations from desired orientation during transport. In Fig. 3(e) , the last three steps of the cooperative manipulation strategy was demonstrated; loading, cargo transport, and unloading. Both carriers were simultaneously loaded/unloaded to the bar using low rotating frequencies. By coupling the carriers to the microbar, we form a single body powered by several magnetically actuated propellers. This strategy takes multiple propulsion signals as inputs and transforms them into a single, coherent movement ( Fig. 3(f) ). The orientation of the microbar follows the direction of thrust generated by the rotating magnetic eld, and the difference between these two angles (g) stays within certain range (below AE40 ). To prevent unloading of microcarriers due to sharp turns, the angular velocity of the whole body should obey the following formula: u max # n/r bar .
We combined all the described manipulation strategies (contact and non-contact manipulation with single carriers and cooperative manipulation) to demonstrate the versatility and precision of the methodology (see ESI Movie M3 †). Several identical microbars were transported to specic locations with pre-dened orientations to write the letters "ETH" (Fig. 4) . For cooperative transport, we employed carriers with different Ni coatings (50 and 100 nm), and for lateral push we used carriers with relatively larger rings (see ESI Fig. S1 †) . Initially, all the bars were randomly distributed on the substrate as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(d) . We rst assembled the letter 'E' by with collective effort of two microcarriers ( Fig. 4(a) ). For the assembly of letter 'T' (Fig. 4(b) ), we combined cooperative manipulation with the non-contact lateral push as described in Fig. 2(d) . The letter 'H' was assembled using several direct contact and noncontact manipulation techniques from Fig. 2. Fig 4(d) shows the nal product. Viscous forces dominate and inertia is negligible at low Reynolds numbers. 28 A propulsion matrix linearly relates force and torque of the carrier with its forward velocity and angular speed. For the microcarriers, the parameters in this matrix are functions of turn numbers, helical angle, pitch, radius and the resistive force coefficients parallel and perpendicular to the axis of helix. The drag force acting on each ring-shaped structure of a helical microcarrier can be approximated by a rotating torus in a uniform Stoke's ow. Assuming that the microcarriers are sufficiently far from each other and there is no uidic interaction, we can estimate the non-uidic force applied to the cargo during cooperative transport. If the rotational frequency of magnetic eld is held constant at all times, then the drag force on the payload can be formulated as
See ESI † for the details of the derivation of (1). By measuring the forward velocity, we can estimate the drag force on the microbar during transport. The experimental results show that the microbar (100 Â 10 Â 8 mm) moves with a velocity of 3 mm s À1 at a rotating frequency of 8 Hz, and from (1) the total drag force is calculated as 200 pN. Using this analysis, we can estimate the drag force on any arbitrarily shaped microobjects transported by microcarriers.
Conclusions
In this work, we focused on micromanipulation and determined the requirements for the manipulation of arbitrarily shaped microobjects. We demonstrated a new methodology to reliably load and unload several microcarriers on the same target object to improve dexterity, precision and power of manipulation. We performed four different contact and noncontact manipulation strategies with single microcarriers and combined them altogether to reliably transport and orient many microobjects with multiple microcarriers. These initial results will open up many exciting opportunities for the multi-DOF manipulation of arbitrarily shaped microobjects in 3D for microassembly and targeted delivery tasks. We can consider the microbar loaded with multiple carriers as a single micromachine. With this micromachine, it will be possible to precisely manipulate arbitrarily shaped objects that have no engineered holders required for loading of carriers. Helical structures generate vortices that can damage delicate cargo during transport. However, there exists a direct contact push area in front of the micromachine where the ow is steady. Depending on the shape of the micromachine and the locations of the handles, a variety of different manipulation strategies can be implemented in 3D. The cargo can be fabricated from biocompatible and biodegradable materials, which could lead to targeted delivery of drug and cell loaded scaffolds using a swarm of helical microcarriers. 41 
Materials and methods

Fabrication of helical microcarriers and microbars
The microcarriers and microbars were written either with IP-L or SU-8 50 photoresist using 3D Direct Laser Writing 1 (the Photonic Professional laser lithography system, Nanoscribe GmbH). Aer development, the microcarriers were coated with different thicknesses of Ni/Ti bilayers using Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD). Right before experiments, all microcarriers and microbars were immersed in a PLL-g-PEG solution for at least two hours. Fig. S1 (a) † shows the fabrication protocol. As described in the manuscript, the single point contact of the helical shape does not provide strong attachment to the surface and therefore structures do not stay standing on the substrate during development. We addressed this problem by designing microcarriers with rings (see Fig. S1 (b) and (c) †). The new design showed excellent performance of lateral motion with minimized wobbling at low rotational frequency ( Fig. S1(d) †) .
Experimental setup
The detailed information about the electromagnetic manipulation system can be found in our previous work. 31, 33 The system consists of six stationary electromagnetic coils and is capable of producing magnetic elds up to 10 mT and at frequencies up to 200 Hz. Microcarriers and microbars are immersed in deionized (DI) water inside a plastic reservoir (35 mm Â 35 mm Â 3 mm), which is always placed at the centre of the magnetic coils. Using this setup, the motion of the carriers can be controlled in 6-DOF (x, y, z, pitch, yaw, roll).
